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Abstract: The subject of study and research of seismic artifacts, which include the study of abnormal seismic records is related to
the history of tectonic development, fluid dynamic processes in the sedimentary cover interval, distribution of the thermobaric effects
from formation fluid flow, upflow hydrocarbon migration and other features of the evolution of the Earth’s crust. On the territory of
Western Siberia and the Kara Sea basin there is a wide development of abnormal forms of seismic record in the form of abnormal
ring structures (ARS), also called inverted ring structures (IRS), fluid dynamic abnormities (FDA). ARS are vertically extended ringshape of wave field deformation. The most complete study of the identified ARS by 3D seismic data. A lot of statistics data of such
kind of abnormal antiforms accumulated at the present time. There are still many questions about cause and effect relationship of such
artifacts with the secondary hydrocarbons migration mechanism, formation and accumulation hydrocarbon deposits, impact on
vertical and lateral hydrocarbon migration intensity, the abnormal high pore pressures occurrence. One of the trends of seismic
interpretation is studying of fluid dynamic abnormalities of seismic record and the relation with oil and gas potential in the
sedimentary basin. In the article, the attempt is to establish to identify the correlation between various forms of fluid dynamic
structures (FDS) with time and the stages of deep formation fluids migration occurrence. It is possible that the allocation of new types
of hydrocarbon deposits of fluid dynamic type may be associated with ARS. It is still a hypothesis. But the presence and analysis of
seismic attributes allow us to make this suggestion. What is positive is that all ARS studied by drilling related to the multi-bedded
deposits. Identification and studying ARS patterns of relations with the mechanism of formation and accumulation hydrocarbon
deposits allow us to conduct exploration geological prospecting works more efficiently, estimate correctly geological risks, rank and
identify the most prospecting areas for exploratory drilling. The practice of prospecting of recent years has shown the accuracy and
informatively of this trend as an indicator of petroleum potential.
Keywords: Bolshekhetskaya Depression, The Kara Sea Shelf, IRS, The Abnormal High Pore Pressure (AHPP),
Gravity - Magnetic and Velocity Anomalies

1. Introduction
Various aspects of oil and gas bearing local prognosis had
been considered in the previous work [1] where the inverted
ring structures (IRS) were presented among the other criteria
as one of the estimation indicators of the oil and gas
potential.
The largest number of IRS was found in the Bolshekhetskaya
Depression
(Yanguskaya,
North-Khalmerpayutinskaya,

Khalmerpayutinskaya, Pyakyakhinskaya, Nakhodka, etc.), UstYeniseysky District (Pelyatkinskaya, Nanedeyakhskaya, Kuban,
etc.), as well as in the offshore part of the Kara Sea
(Rusanovskaya, Petrovskaya, etc.) (Figure 1), the authors had
carried out the studies earlier [2-3]. IRS are uplifted local rings
along the Neocomian horizons, turning into depressions along
the Jurassic horizons.
There are several points of view that are based on the
processes of deep Earth degassing, the large hydrocarbon
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potential floor, the destruction zone existence, the abnormal high
pore pressure (AHPP), avalanche sediment processes at the edge
of Jurassic and early Neocomian periods, etc. ([4-8, etc.]). At the
same time, they all remain just hypotheses because a seismic
section interval that we are interested in (Clinform Neokom,
Jurassic sediments) is virgin/undrilled as in the Kara Sea shelf,
so in the Bolshekhetskaya depression. The nearest to the
Bolshekhetskaya Depression IRS, studied by drilling, is the
Yamburg Uplift (Figure 2).
Achimov strata anomalous thicknesses (more than 200 m) are
typical for it. Where six hydrocarbon reservoirs (HC) with
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AHPP were identified there, also the reserves were estimated in
the group layers PK (Cenomanian), BU (Neocomian) and
Tyumen suites (U2-4), i.e. the large hydrocarbon potential floor.
At the same time, the AHPP is set only in the lower part of the
section that had been explored by drilling (middle Jurassic,
Clinform Neokomian) having the separated collectors that is one
of criteria to form AHPP [9].
Regardless of how the nature of IRS is perceived, such
geological objects at this stage of exploration can be considered
as an additional criterion of the prospect studied territory.

Figure 1. Regional map of the anomaly coefficient of the upper part of the Tyumen suite deposits (beds Yu2-Yu3) with imposed A depth map.
1. Inversion ring structures with a system of rifts and boundaries of known hydrocarbons fields from the northern and arctic regions of Western Siberia
(Zagorovsky Yu. A., 2013);
2. Identified fields boundaries in the section of the Mesozoic;
3. Rifts;
4. Depth map of reflected horizon A, m.
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Figure 2. Inversion ring structure within the Yamburg Uplift.

Figure 3. Clinoform seismic geological model of the boundary of the Janovanskaya suite and the Achimov strata of the Bolshekhetskaya Depression.
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2. Characteristics of the Geological
Nature of the IRS
Until recently, there were no any deep wells that were
drilled within the Bolshekhetskaya Depression to discover
Jurassic sediments.
According to the results of seismic survey in the zone
(eastern part) that reflects the horizon B is not traced while
its analogue is considered to be the seismic horizon BY40. It
mapped above the Sigov suite. Sigmoid reflections are
identified above the horizon BY40 with clinoform
construction (Figure 3) [10-11, etc.].
Due to the lack of well data and the fact that these reflections
in section lie above the horizon BY40, many researchers were
more likely to classify them as clinoform of the Achimov strata.
When choosing the location of the first deep well within
the
Bolshekhetskaya
depression
(the
well
Halmernayutinskaya - 2099) the possibility of development
the Achimov strata in the sandy-aleuritic facies took into
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account, the strata is productive and located in the south of
the East-Urengoy zone, on Yamburg and Olikuminsky
uplifts, as well as the presence of the IRS.
Drilling the deep wells as the Tukolando-Vadinskaya - 320
zone, Pyakyakhinskaya -2011 and Khalmerpayutinskaya 2099 in this area showed (macro and microfauna age
definition) that the clinoforms which had been selected by
the “Reapak RD” method (Figure 4) associated with the
Janovstan suite of the late Kimmeridgian - early Berriasian
age and referred to a clayey section [10].
The field description of the core in the
Khalmerpayutinskoe well - 2099 was performed in all
intervals characterizing the lowest horizons of the Cretaceous
and most part of the upper Jurassic sedimentary formations
(depth interval from 3643 to 4227 m).
Lithological features, faunal findings [10] clearly prove the
upper Jurassic age of the clinoform section. The dark color
rocks dominates from the Berriasian part of the Janovstan
suites down by the section.

Figure 4. Seismic section by regional line XXXII.

Signs of hydrocarbons are being observed almost
throughout the entire section of the upper Jurassic
sedimentary formations (including claystones) as follows: the
odor in a fresh cleavage and small oil saturated lenses of
sandy-aleuritic rocks. Inclusions and diffuse pyrite are found
throughout the whole interval of core selection, the presence
of rock fracture.
Based on a correlation scheme of the following wells:
Khalmerpayutinskoy - 2099, Tukolando-Vadinskaya - 320

and Russko-Rechenskaya - 720 [10], the intense gas
showings that were observed in the well – 2099 with a
bottom hole of 4302 m (anomaly coefficient - 2.0) are
associated with the top of the Malyshevskaya suite.
For the prognosis evaluation of the undrilled Jurassic
section the characteristic of the IRS of the Bolshekhetskaya
depression in the gravity anomalies is presented (Figure 5),
which shows their conformation in the negative anomalies
∆g. The IRS are not displayed in the magnetic field,
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although, according to V.Kashtanov [12], the US fields are
directly related to magnetic anomalies.
They are caused by the presence in the overlying strata of
secondary magnetite, which is formed as a result of reduction
chemical reactions with the presence of hydrocarbon gases. An
increasing rock magnetism above the oil and gas reservoirs is
also typical for the territory of Western Siberia, due to the
development of magnetite iron, titano-magnetite, siderite [12]. If
we focus mainly on the position of geodynamic processes of
hydrocarbon formation, this is explained by the presence of
frequent changes of redox conditions because of the massive HC
permeability through sedimentary strata in the fluid-migration
zones. The nonmagnetic pyrite presence in the subvertical zones
apart from the magnetic minerals can be explained by chemical
reactions of sulfur and iron compounds as a result of
hydrocarbon penetration. [13].Sulfur in sulfide minerals was
formed from two sources: from oil and as a result of the activity
of sulfate-reducing bacteria. In a vertical hydrocarbons
migration zones minerals with magnetic properties can appear,
that are determined both chemically and biologically. These
include various oxides of iron and sulfurous iron, for example,
greychite and diagenetic magnetite (Fe3O4), which are usually
considered as sources of magnetic anomalies above the oil
fields. Even nonmagnetic pyrite minerals can greatly affect the
magnetization of rocks. For example, the process of pyritization
when replacing clastic magnetic oxides of iron can significantly
reduce the level of magnetization.

As mentioned above, in the well 2099 both in the core and in
the sludge were a high pyrite content. Sulfides with magnetic
properties are the product of sulfate reduction by bacteria, which
receive their energy from organic matter (OM) [14]. The specific
geochemical situation over hydrocarbon fields depends on the
ratio of hydrocarbons flow speed and the intensity of their
oxidation. The oils themselves are diamagnetic. However, under
reservoir conditions, they sometimes acquire paramagnetic
properties [15] it is caused by the association of iron and its
oxides with the organic components of the fluid system, as well
as the changing concentration of these compounds in the fluidmigration zones [16].
Often the subvertical fracturing of fluid-migration zones is
recorded by increasing magnetization and present the injection
areas (AHPP zones). At the same time, it is appropriate to note
the data availability [17] of the existence the vertical rock
demagnetization columns above oil reservoirs in oil and gas
regions (due to the reduction of oxidative forms of iron). It
seems that this situation found above the IRS in the
Bolshekhetskaya Depression.
According to the nature of seismic recording in the IRS zone
there are negative anomalies ∆g (Figure 5), significant rocks
fracturing in the well 2099, AHPP presence etc. which are
apparently related to the destruction zones. Based on B.M.
Valayev and P.N. Kropotkin’s of Deep Earth degassing theory,
this "pipes" of depth degassing [7], according to R.M. Bembel
and co-authors are geosolitons [6], etc.

Figure 5. Map of local gravity anomalies within the Bolshekhetskaya depression in the North of Western Siberia.

If there are traps in these zones in the Achimov strata, they should be filled with hydrocarbons with the formation of deposits
with AHPP. Upper Achimov’s clays are a regional fluid seal, therefore, in the overlying layer of group B, the AHPP is usually
absent.
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Figure 6. Inverted ring structure within the Rusanovsky uplift of the Kara Sea.

Within the offshore part of the Kara Sea (South Kara
Syneclise [2-3]), the IRS series is also detected in Rusanovskaya
(Figure 6), Petrovskaya (Figure 7) and other uplifts.
Firstaev E.N. and others authors (2015) call them “false”
inversion structures and associate them with the heterogeneity of
pore pressure and its influence on the velocity characteristics of

local seismic waves. When identifying the local speed
anomalies, the authors used the temporary thickness maps. Maps
build by modeling a low-frequency trend. Both positive
increments — classical, and negative increments are identified.
The Petrovskaya structure is an example of a negative
increment.

Figure 7. Characteristics of the wave pattern within the Petrovskaya uplift of the Kara Sea.

For explanation the variety of occurrence on time sections
velocity abnormals (Figure 8) the evolution range of anomaly
formation from formation to discharge presence as
compression - decompression - dissipation.

Ring-shaped forms are identified well on the axonometric
perspective of the structural map along the reflection horizon
G (Figure 9).
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3. Conclusions
Thus, despite the diversity of ideas on the geological
nature of IRS, their presence, in author’s opinion, on the one
hand should be considered as the indicator of AHPP

prognosis areas (Figure 1), which is very important when
drilling wells, especially in the Kara Sea shelf. On the other
hand, generally, in their development zones a significant
hydrocarbon potential floor has been identified, which is a
positive criterion for oil- and gas-bearing range.

Figure 8. Theoretical scheme of the evolution of overpressure from formation to discharge.

Figure 9. The identification of ring-shaped forms on the structural map of the Reflection horizon G.
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